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WEAK SOLUTIONS OF HYPERBOLIC-PARABOLIC
VOLTERRA EQUATIONS

GUSTAF GRIPENBERG

Abstract. The existence of a global weak solution, satisfying certain a priori

L°°-bounds, of the equation ut(t, x) = /0' k(t - s)(o(ux))x{s, x)ds + f{t, x)

is established. The kernel k is locally integrable and log-convex, and a1 has

only one local minimum which is positive.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of a global weak solu-

tion of the equation

(1)

ut(t,x)= Í k(t-s)(o(ux)) (s,x)ds + f(t,x),        t>0, xg(0,1),
Jo

u(0, x) = u0(x),    x G [0, 1],

u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0,    />0

(where the subscripts denote differentiation with respect to the corresponding

variables), and to show that this weak solution satisfies certain a priori L°°-

bounds.

Equation (1) is of interest because it appears in mathematical models of

viscoelasticity (see [18 and 31]), but also because it is of a form somewhere

between a parabolic and a hyperbolic equation. This is due to the fact that

when k = 1 we get the nonlinear wave equation

utt(t, x) = (a(ux))x(t, x) + ft(t, x),

and if, on the other hand, k is replaced by the delta functional, then we get the

nonlinear diffusion equation

u,(t,x) = (a(ux))x(t,x) + f(t,x).

The nonlinear wave equation (that corresponds to the completely elastic case

in mechanics) has a weak solution with both ux and ut bounded and initially

smooth solutions develop singularities (in the derivatives) in finite time. The
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same results hold for ( 1 ) at least in the case where k' is locally of bounded

variation on R+, see [27] for the global existence of a weak solution and see
[2, 9, 15, 26] for the breakdown of smooth solutions.

The diffusion equation (that corresponds to the completely viscous case) has

always (under reasonable assumptions on a ) a strong solution and using the

maximum principle it is easy to show that ux remains bounded. But in contrast

to the wave equation, the variables / and x are no longer symmetrical and

boundedness of ut would for the diffusion equation imply that uxx is bounded

as well. It may therefore be interesting to see in greater detail how the symmetry

between the variables breaks down when one goes from the wave equation to

the diffusion equation.

In [11] the existence of a strong solution of (1) is established for kernels k

that satisfy

(2) HJk(z) >ic|9ffc(z)|,        Kz>0,

(a typical example is k(t) = t~a in which case k = tan(a7t/2)) but then the

nonlinearity is quantitatively restricted by the positive constant k . Condition

(2) is also used in [29 and 30], and it seems to be a very natural assumption. In

[12] strong solutions are furthermore shown to exist under the assumption that

that k is nonincreasing and convex, and lim inf^o \ftk(t) > 0, i.e., k is more

singular at 0 than t~x/2.

In [5 and 22] weak solutions of equations that contain (1) as a special case

are studied. For equation (1) it is required that k(0) = 1 and k'(0+) = -co

and less is assumed of the nonlinearity a than in this paper. In [23] a weak

solution is found when k satisfies a (rather complicated but not very restrictive)

frequency domain condition and there is no requirement that k(0) = 1.

The purpose of this paper is to show how one can find weak solutions of

all equations between the wave and diffusion equations such that ux remains
bounded but the boundedness of ut in the wave equation turns into the bound-

edness of -j- /0'(i - s)~x/2(u(s, x) - u0(x))ds for the diffusion equation (that

is not formally included in (1) although it would be easy to add a term a(ux)x

outside the integral). But note that at the moment a major weakness in the

theory is the lack of reasonable uniqueness results.

The argument used here is not able to capture the fact that weak solutions

at some point turn into strong ones and therefore one of the main points of

this paper is that we get a priori L°° -bounds on the weak solution, something

that is not achieved in, e.g., [5, 22], or [23], nor for the strong solutions found

in [11 and 12]. In the case where |fc'(0-l-)| < oo this paper does not offer any

significantly better results than those that can to be found in [27].

Another approach to studying (1) and related equations is to try to find
smooth solutions for sufficiently small initial data (or for a finite time only).

There is a wealth of results in this direction, see, e.g., [1, 3, 17, 20, 21, 24, 25,
29, 30, 32]. In many of these papers the equation studied is

u„(t,x) = tj)(ux(t,x))x+ / a(t-s)y/(ux(s,x))xds + g(t,x),

which is the same as (1) if </> = y/ = o, k(0) = 1, and a = k'. In the case

where cf> is a linear function, the existence of global solutions for arbitrary data

is established in [16].
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For linear equations, one difference between the hyperbolic wave equation

and the parabolic diffusion equation is that in the hyperbolic case the solutions

have a finite speed of propagation and discontinuities are not smoothed out.

For Volterra equations one can prove (see [4, 19, 28]) that the finite speed of

propagation is related to the assumption that k(0+) < co and that disconti-

nuities are smoothed out if k'(0+) = -co. In the special case k(t) = Va,

a G (0, 1), one gets a more detailed interpolation result, see [6 and 7].

Statement of results

In order to be able to formulate our result, we first have to describe how to

rewrite (1) in a form better suited for the analysis. This reformulation of the

equation is, of course, the crucial idea in this paper.

We replace the boundary conditions u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0 by the require-

ment that u(t, •) should be an odd periodic function with period 2 and there-

fore we have to extend uo, and f(t, •) to be of this type. Let us proceed quite

formally, without worrying about differentiability, etc., and take y = ut and

w = ux . Then (1) becomes

w,(t, x) = yx(t, x),

y(t, x) = j k(t-s)(o(w))x(s,x)ds + f(t, x).

Let a be the solution of the equation

1_

k(Ô+Y jo

It follows that the system of equations can be rewritten as

w,(t, x) = yx(t, x),

(4) j-t (j^r {y(t, x) - f(t ,x))+J a(t - s)(y(s, x) - f(s, x)) ds

= (o(w))x(t,x).

Take y = l/y/k(0) and let b be the solution of the equation

(5) 2yb(t) + [ b(t- s)b(s) ds = a(t),        t > 0,
Jo

in other words, y6 + b is the convolution square root of y26 + a (where 6

denotes the unit point mass a zero). Moreover, we define the function v to be

v(t,x) = yy(t,x)+ / b(t-s)y(s,x)ds.
Jo

When we take the convolution of both sides of (4) with y6 + b, the system of

equations thus becomes

(6)

— (y(w(t, x)-w(0,x)) + / b(t~s)(w(s, x) - w(0, x))ds) =vx(t,x),

— (y(v(t,x)-g(t,x))+f b(t-s)(v(s,x)-g(s,x))dsj = (o(w))x(t,x)

—k(t) + j a(t-s)k(s)ds=l,        t>0.
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where

(7) g(t, x) = yf(t, x) + [ b(t - s)f(s, x) ds.
Jo

This is the system we shall primarily solve, or more precisely, we will replace this

system of equations with the following regularized version involving a parameter

e and then we let e J. 0 :

y(we(t, x)-w^(x)) + / b(t-s)(we(s, x) -w^(x))ds

(8)

d_

dt\ jo

= vx(t, x) + ewxx(t, x),    we(0, x) = Wq(x) ,

|^ (yiv^t, x) - gf(t, x)) + Jb(t-s)(ve(s,x) - ge(s,x)) ds\

= (o(we))x(t, x) + evxx(t, X) ,     v((0, x) = ge(0, X),

where t > 0, x e R, we is an even and ve an odd function in the variable

x, both periodic with period 2. Here we have replaced w(0, •) = uqx and

g by a more regular functions Wq and ge, respectively, in order to avoid

unnecessary technical difficulties in establishing the existence of a sufficiently

smooth solution of (8).

We need the following results about the kernels a, b , and the solution c of

the equation

(9) yc(t) +     b(t- s)c(s) ds = 1,    t > 0.
Jo

Lemma 1. Assume that k e L¡0C(R+ ; R)  is positive, nonincreasing, and log-

convex on (0, co).   Then there are solutions a,  b, and c e L¡oc(R+ ; R)  of

(3), (5), and (9), respectively, and they are nonnegative and nonincreasing on

(0, co). Moreover, b(0+) = co if and only if |Ar'(0-r-)| = co, c(0+) = y/k(Ü+)

and

(10) / c(t - s)c(s) ds = / k(s)ds,        t>0.
Jo Jo

We may, without loss of generality, assume that b is left-continuous on

(0, co) so that we have b(t) = ¿(co) + ß([t, co)), where ß is a nonnegative

measure.

By Wm'p(I; X) we denote the space of functions: / —> X that are m times

differentiable (i.e., the function is the integral of its derivative) and are such

that the function and the m first derivatives belong to LP(I; X). These spaces

are used for notational convenience and no results from the more advanced

theory of Sobolev spaces are used. Furthermore, we use the convention that

a subindex e indicates that the function is even and the subindex o that it

is odd. Furthermore, T denotes the real axis with the points x and x -I- 2

identified. Thus a function T —» R can be identified with a function R —► R

which is periodic with period 2.
First we state a technical result that says that there is a sufficiently nice solu-

tion of (8).
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Lemma 2. Let e > 0 and assume that

(i)  k e L\0C(R+ ; E) is positive and nonincreasing on (0, co) and log(fc) is

convex on this interval;
(ii)  o e Cx (R ; E) and 0 < infi€R a'(s) < supi6R a'(s) < co ;

(hi)  g*   e   Wxoix(R+;Lf(T;R)) n  <C'2(E+ ; L2(T; R))   and  g<(0, .)   G

W02<2(T;fi);

(iv)  w£0 e W2-2(T;R).

Then there exists a solution (w€ ,v<L) of'(8) sue/* fto

wf GL/0C(R+; W2-2(T;R))nBVl0C(R+;L2e(7;R))nL%c(R+; Wex'2(7;R)),

and

v' e LX0C(R+ ; W2'2(T; E)) n BVloc(R+ ; L2(T; E)) n L,~(E+ ; Wx <2(T; E)).

The assumptions above are unnecessarily strong for the claim of Lemma 2

but are needed for the crucial estimates which are obtained in the following

result.

Lemma 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2 hold and assume in addition that

there exists a point w<> e R such that a' is nonincreasing on (-co, w0) and

nondecreasing on (w0, co). Then the solution (we, ve) o/(8) that exists ac-

cording to Lemma 2 satisfies for almost every t > 0 the inequalities

(11)

where

(12)

ess sup
*e[-i,i] /

esssup|we(í, x)| < Be(t),
x€[-l,l]

wc{t,x)

y/a^ds <2B*(t),

B((t)= /   ess suplas, x)\ds + esssup|g-e(0, x)|
Jo xef-i.i] jce[—i, ii

+ ess sup
*€[-!, 1]

rw'0{x)

/ y/Pis) ds
Jw„

t>0,

and for each  T > 0 there is a constant C that depends on  T,   ||WolU°°(T).

\\gthmo,T];LHT))- and ll#e(0, •)||l~(T) only, such that

(13)

and

(14)

í    f   (\wx(t ,x)\2 + \vx(t, x)|2) dxdt<C,

cT    rt    rl

J  J j  {\wt(t-s,x)-wi(t,x)\2

+ \v€(t - s, x) - vc(t, x)\2) dx ß(ds) dt < C.

We could now prove that there is a weak solution of (6) but we only state the

result about the weak solution of (1), and we have the following result.
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Theorem 4. Assume that

(v)  k e L/0C(E+ ; E) is positive and nonincreasing on (0, co) and log(k) is

convex on this interval;

(vi)  o e CX(R; R) and there exists a point w„£t such that o' is nonin-

creasing on (-co, w0), nondecreasing on (w0, co), and ct'(^0) > 0 ;

(vii) // |£'(0+)| < co, then the point w0 in (vi) is unique, o e C2(R; R),

and (w - w0)a"(w) > 0 on the interval (w0, w0 + 6) or on the interval

(w<> - 6, w0) for some 6 > 0 ;

(viii)  fe W¿¿l(R+;L°°([0, l];R))nW¿¿2(R+;L2([0, 1];E));

(ix)  u0eW0l'°°([0,l];R).

Then there exists a function u e L~(E+ ; W01,oc([0, 1]; E)) such that (1) holds

in the following weak sense: For each smooth function <p e C°°(E2; E)  with

compact support contained in E x (0, 1 ) we have

/•OO       /»I /• 1

/     /   u(t, x)<pt(t, x)dxdt +      uo(x)<p(0, x)dx
Jo   Jo Jo

i»0O      ft /■ 1

(15) = /     / k(t-s)      o(ux(s,x))tpx(t,x)dxdsdt
Jo   Jo Jo

- /     /   f(t,x)tp(t,x)dxdt.
Jo   Jo

Moreover, there is a function v e L{£(E+ ; L°°([0, 1]; E)) so that

(16) u(t,x) = u0(x)+     c(t-s)v(s,x)ds,       t>0,xe[0,l],
Jo

in particular, u e W^°°(R+ ; L°°([0, 1] ; R)) if k(0+) < oo, and the following
inequalities hold for almost every t > 0 :

rux(t,x)

ess sup
*e[0,i]

ruxyi,x)

/ s/<F(s)ds
Jwt,

<2B(t),

(17)

where

(18)

esssup|wr(i, x)| < 2\Jk(0+)B(t),
x€[0,l]

esssup|?;(i, x)| < B(t),
jc6[0,1]

B(t) = / esssup|g,(s, x)|£/s + esssup|g(0, x)|
Jo x€[0,i] *e[o,i]

r"oxM   ._

/ y/cT^ds   ,
Jw„

+ ess sup
xe[0,i]

and g is given in (1).

The function u is obtained as the limit of a sequence

uo(x) + / c(t - s)veJ(s, x)ds
Jo
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when €j 1 0 where (we>, vc') is a solution 0/(8) with e = e, and the sequence

{veJ} converges in L,20C(E+; L2([0, 1];E)) when |â:(0+)| = 00.

We will need the following lemma that is essentially [5, Lemma A2]. The

proof in [5] is quite abstract (and I cannot follow the arguments in all details)

and does not cover exactly the case that we for technical reasons need here, so

a proof will be given below.

Lemma 5. Let X be a Hilbert space with norm ||*||, let T > 0, and assume

that a is a nonnegative measure on [0, T] such that a([e, T]) < 00 for all

e > 0 but a((0, T]) = 00, and a is such that if tp is a smooth function with

support in (0, T) and av(E) = JEn,0 T) tp(t)a(dt) for every Borel set E, then

limio^oo ôTv(œ) = 0 (where      denotes the Fourier transform).

Let u e L2([0, T] ; X) be such that for some constant F

f   [ \\u(t-s)-u(t)\\2a(ds)dt+ f ||w(i)||2^<r,
Jo   Jo Jo

and for some continuous function p on [0, T] with p(0) = 0 one has

\u(t)\\2dt < p(h),       he[0,T].
/o

Then there exists a continuous function n on [0, T] with n(0) = 0, which

depends on a, T, and p only, such that

rT-x

\u(t + r) - u(t)\\2dt < n(r),        re[0,T].
/o

It is clear that if a(E) = JEA(s)ds for some nonnegative measurable func-

tion A , then the assumption on the Fourier transform is automatically satisfied,

and in this case X can be a Banach space.

Jo

fJo

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. The statements about a follow essentially from [8, Theorem

3] since the case where k(0+) < 00 can be handled in the same manner as the

one where k(0+) = 00.   Concerning b we see that the Laplace transform

(denoted by " * ") of y6 + b must be 1/y •&(•). Following [28] we use a

standard result from complex analysis to get

1        j_ r00        1

~ rc Jo
(19)

y]zk(z)     nJo    (A + zfc(z))v^
dX

1   f°°            1
= -/    -,--=dk,       Kz>0.

n Jo    z(À/z + k(z))s/ï

Since k is assumed to be nonincreasing and log-convex, it follows that the

function k + k(») is nonincreasing and log-convex as well. Hence there exists

(again by [8, Theorem 3]) a nonnegative and nonincreasing solution bx of the

equation

A + fc1(0+) (A + k(t)) + j' h(t -s)(k + k(s)) ds = l,        t>0,
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for each k > O, and it is clear that

i'^^xrW    t>0-
Thus we easily see from (19) that b is given by

1   f°° 1
b = -\    h(.)-=dk,

n Jo Vk

and it follows that b is nonnegative and nonincreasing as well.  If k(0+) =

oo it follows directly from (5) that b(0+) = oo because otherwise one would

have a(0+) = 0.  If k(0+) < oo but \k'(0+)\ = oo it follows from (3) by
differentiating both sides that we have a(0+) = oo and thus we again get that

¿(0+) = oo from (5).
If y > 0 it is clear that there is a solution c of (9) and if y = 0 one can

use [8, Theorem 1] to show that a solution c exists, but in this case one must

show that c is a function and not a measure. We do this by first showing that

if y > 0, so that k(0+) < oo, then c must be nonincreasing, and having done

this we can invoke a straightforward approximation argument (e.g., replace k

by k(» + l/n)) to show that c must be nonincreasing in the case where y = 0

as well.
Suppose that k(0+) < oo so that y > 0.  Equation (10) is an immediate

consequence of the fact that c(z) - Jk(z)/z, and from (9) we see that c e

^4Ci0C(E+ ; E). If we differentiate both sides of (10) twice we get

2c(0)c'(t) = k'(t) - [ c'(t - s)c'(s)ds,        t>0,
Jo

and because c(0) = l/y > 0 and k' is nonpositive we see that c must be

nonincreasing. Since it is now easy to see that c must be nonnegative, we have

obtained the desired result.   D

Proof of Lemma 2. In order to show that there exists a solution of (8) we in-

voke [10, Theorem 4] where X is the Hubert space L2(T; R) x L2(T; E), the
operator A is defined by

W \ *_  (      ~eWxx - Vx + KW

v ) ~ \ -evxx - (a(w))x + KV

with D(A) = We2'2(T; E) x W2-2(T; R), and

W\(t\=( KW(t,*)

v ) {>     \Kv(t, .) + ygf(t, •) + ¡¿b{t -s)gf(s, .)ds

It is straightforward to check that if k is chosen to be sufficiently large (de-

pending on e ) then A is m-accretive, i.e., maximal monotone, because a is

Lipschitz-continuous and for the the study of the linear part one can use Fourier
series (a cosine series for the even component and a sine series for the odd

component). Thus we get the existence of a strong solution (w*, vf) from [10,

Theorem 4]. We must, however, establish some additional regularity properties

of the solution as well, in particular we must show that w^ and v€ belong to

L^C(R+ ; L°°(T; E)). To do this we define the operator A0 by

w \      ( -ewxx
Ao ,

1 v I      V -evxx
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with D(Ao) = D(A) and note that A0 is the subdifferential of the convex

function u i-> <p(u) = 2~xe J_l(\wx(x)\2 + \vx(x)\2)dx where u = (w, v).

By definition this means that tp(ui) - ^(u2) > (.¿0(112), Ui - u2)x ■ Another

important point is that

(20) (AQ(u),A(u))x>\\A0(u)\\x/2,

if K is large enough. In the notation of [ 10] we have the approximating equation

(21) Lx(ux(.)-nx(0))(t) + A(ux(t)) = G(nx)(t),       t>0, k>0,

where Lk(\p) = k~x(y/(t) - ¡0'rx(s)ip(t-s)ds) and krx(t) +¡l)rx(t-s)c(s)ds =

c(t). In particular, the fact that b is nonincreasing implies that rx is nonneg-

ative. This in turn implies since Aq is the subdifferential of tp that

(A0(ux(t)),Lx(ux(.)-ux(0))(t))x

-jrrx(s)ds^(Ao(ux(t)),ui(t)-ux(0))x

j j rA(i)(^o(^(0) > »a(') - *x(t - s))x ds

j(l-J\x(s)dsy<p(uÁ(t))-<p(uÁO)))

1  f'
+ jj  n(s)(tp(ux(t)) - tp(ux(t - s))) ds

Lx(<p(ux(.))-<p(ux(0))).

I~ A

+

>

Since L~[x(y/)(t) = kip(t) + ¡0'c(t - s)y/(s)ds and c is nonnegative, we can

deduce from the preceding inequality combined with (20) and (21) that ^(u^r))

is uniformly bounded for t in a compact interval [0, T] and A G (0, 1). But

then this result holds for the limit function u£ as well, and this was what we

had to prove.   D

Proof of Lemma 3. Recall that a continuously differentiable function r\ : R2 —> R

is an entropy for the conservation law

(22) wt(t, x) = vx(t, x),       vt(t,x) = (o(w))x(t,x),

with corresponding entropy flux q if

— n(w(t,x),v(t, x)) + —q(w(t, x), v(t, x)) = 0,

for every smooth solution (w , v) of (22). Such pairs (n, q) are obtained as

solutions of the system of equations

(23) qw(w,v) = -a'(w)nv(w,v),        qv(w , v) = -nw(w , v).

Thus it is easy to see that in order to be able to find a solution of this system it

suffices to find a function n that satisfies

(24) nww(w,v) = cj'(w)nvv(w,v),        (w,v)eR2.

Now the main idea in this proof is to choose a suitable entropy function n

and multiply both sides of the equations in (8) by nw(we(t, x), Ve(t, x)) and
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nv(we(t, x), v€(t, x)), respectively, add the results and integrate both sides of

the equality so obtained over [-1, 1]. We have to consider the resulting terms

separately.

We use the notation

ue(i, x) = (w'(t, x),ve(t,x)),       u0(x) = (we0(x), ge(0, x)),

denote by dn the gradient (nw(we, ve), nv(we ,ve)) of t], and by (•, •) the

standard inner product in E2. Furthermore, we recall that if ip is a function

that is locally of bounded variation on E+ , then

|- ['b(t-s)(<p(s)-ip(0))ds = b(t)(v(t)-ip(0))- [     (ip(t-s)-ip(t))ß(ds),
01 Jo J{0,t)

and we shall apply this result to the functions t ►-► we(t, •) and t >-+ ve (t, •).

Thus it follows from the convexity of the function n and the fact that ß is

nonnegative that

(25)

nw(vf(t, x))—(y(we(t, x) - we0(x)) + / b(t -s)(we(s, x) - we0(x)) dsj

+ nv(tf(t,x))^-t(y(v<(t,x)-gi(0,x))

+ 1 b(t-s)(v'(s,x)-g((0,x))ds\

= y§-(ri(ne(t, x)) + b(t)(n(tf(t,x)) - n(u0(x)))

- [     (t1(^(t-s,x))-r1(ai(t,x)))ß(ds)
J(0,t)

+ b(t) (>/(u0(x)) - >/(ue(/, x)) - (dn(u((t, x)), u0(x) - ue(i, x)))

+ /     (rç(u£(i-s,x))-rç(u£(i,x))

-(dn(u<L(t,x)),ui(t-s,x)-u€(t,x)))ß(ds)

>§-t(y(r¡(ue(t,x))-rifá(x)))

+ ^b(t-s)(n(tf(s,x))-r,(u0(x)))dsy

Because n is an entropy there is an entropy flux q satisfying (23) and there-

fore we get

i   Uw(u£(i, x))vx(t, x) + nv(u((t,x))tj'(we(t,x))wx(t, x)J dx

(26) = j   (-qv(ue(t,x))vx(t,x)-qw(ut(t,x))wx(t,x)jdx

= -j1^q(tf(t,x))dx = 0,

by the periodicity.
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Moreover, by the convexity of n we have

(27) i

/   (nw(ue(t, x))wxx(t, x) + nv(ue(t, x))vxx(t, x)J dx

- i   I tl„(uE(/, x))^(I, x)2 r^^f/, x))d^(í, x)2

+ 2nwv(ue(t, x))wx(t, x)vx(t, x))dx

= -      yriww(ue(t,x))wx(t, x)2 + nvv(ue(t, x))vx(t, x)2

+ 2nwv(vf(t, x))wx(t, x)vx(t, x) j dx < 0.

First let us choose the entropy to be

n(w , v) = /    o(s)ds + ^v2,

in which case we have q(w , v) = -va(w). (If o(0) = 0, then n is nonnega-

tive, but in any case we have infu, t weR n(w ,v)> -co.) We define the functions

£ and h by

m = J_  (tl(ne(t,x))-n(uQ(x)))dx,

h(t, x) = l¡ (y{g{t, x) - g(0, x)) + J b(t-s)(g(t, x) - g(0, x)) ds) ,

where t > 0 and x G T. Now we deduce from (8) and (25)-(27) that

(28)
d

d
»1 /•! i      /•!

- (yÇ(t) + f b(t-s)í(s)ds) + ef (o'(we(t, x))wx(t, x)2 + vx(t, x)2) dx

<       vt(t,x)h(t,x)dx< j    n(ue(t,x))dx +-      \h(t,x)\2dx.

Next we recall that the second term on the left-hand side is nonnegative and

therefore we get, when we convolve both sides of the inequality with the non-

negative function c and use the fact that ¿(0) = 0 that

í(0 < / c(t - s)(j   n(ue(t,x))dx + ^f \h(t,x)\2dx\,

or equivalently

/   n(vf(t,x))dx <       n(u((0,x))dx

+ j  c(t-s)(l   n(ue(t,x))dx + - j   \h(t,x)\2dx).
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It follows from this inequality by standard results for Volterra equations that

Jo /_i n(u<¡ {t > •*)) dx dt is, for each T > 0, bounded by a constant that depends

on T, k, a, \\gf\\Lmo,T];L*(T))> ||iü¿||z.«(t) , and ||g£(0, •)||ioo(ir) only. But
this means that if we integrate both sides of (28) over (0, T), then we get (13),

because infJ€R a'(s) > 0.

In the same way we conclude from (25) that for each T

T

í     i       (í/(u£(í-5,X))-f/(u£(í,X))
Jo    J(0,t)K

- (dn(u€(t,x)) ,ae(t-s,x)-ae(t, x)))ß(ds) dt<C,

where C is again a constant that depends on T, k, a, \\g¡\\l2([0,t];l2(t)) >

ll^olU^CT), and ||ge(0, •)||z,°c(t) only. Thus we get (14) because

W2

/    a(s)ds - a(wi)(w2 - Wi) > 4 info'(s)\w2 - W\\
Jw, ieK
/     o(s¡as - o{Wi)ya>2 - w\) ¿_

Jw\

and

j(V2 - V2 - 2Vi(v2 - vx)) = 2IV2- Vl|2.

Next we consider the following standard family of entropies. Let k be an

arbitrary positive number (that we eventually have to choose to be arbitrarily

large) and let
. , k I     ti/ils)ds+kv

nk(w,v) = e J"o

in which case the corresponding entropy fluxes are

qk(w , v) =-y/k(w)nk(w , v).

In order for (23) to be satisfied, the function ipk must be a solution of the

differential equation

(29) ¥'k(w) + kip2(w) = ko'(w).

We require that y/k satisfy the initial condition ft(w0) = 0. The assumptions

on a will then guarantee that y/k is nondecreasing and this implies in turn

that the function nk is convex, as one can easily check. Moreover, it is easy to

prove with the aid of (29) that

(30) lim  /    y/k(s)ds=   /    ^a'(s)ds
k—Kx> Jw Jw

w e

Let

r%(t) = /   ess sup g¡(s, x)ds,        t>0.
Jo *€[-!,!]

In (8) we can now replace ve by the function v+(i, x) = v€(t, x) - G\(t)

provided we replace g€ by the function g\(t, x) = ge(t, x) - G%(t), because

the function Ge+ does not depend on x and therefore the terms vx and evxx

are not affected by this change. Note that the reason for doing this is that

now g\(t, x) is for almost every x a nonincreasing function and it follows in

particular that for almost every x G [-1, 1] and t > 0 one has

§¿ (ygí(t >x) + lb^ - s)g^1 ' x)ds) ^ °-
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If we combine this result with the fact that the entropy nk is now increasing

in its second argument, i.e., r\kv(w, v) > 0, we conclude from (25), (26), and

(27) that

/   nk(v¡t(t,x))dx<       nk(u0(x))dx,

where t > 0. Taking the kth root of both sides of this equation and letting

k —► oo we deduce with the aid of (30) that

(31)

ess sup
*€[-!, 1]

/    rw(t,x)     _

\  Jw0

I    fw(0,x)      _

/ y/c7(s)ds
\ Jwo

< ess sup
*€[-!, 1]

+ v(t,x)-G%(t)

+ u(0,x)|

Thus we conclude that

esssup v(t, x) < /   esssup gt(s, x)ds
Jo xi

(32)
xei-i.i] ï6[-l,l]

+ esssup
jcei-1,1]

/    rw(0,x)     _

/      V°W)ds
\ Jw„

+ v(0,x)

In the same way, by choosing as entropy the function e  '*"> Vk s '

get a lower bound of the form

we can

(33)

essinf v(t, x) > /   essinf gt(s, x)ds
x€[-l,l] Jo xe[-i,i]

+ essinf
*e[-i,i]

/        fw(0,x)      _

-     / y/(F(s)ds
\      Jw0

+ v(0, x)

Combining (32) and (33) we get the first part of (11). Finally, if we insert (33)
in (31) then we get the following upper bound for the function w ;

(34)

ess sup
*€[-!, 1]

< 2 esssup
rw(0,x

/ v7^)
Jw„

s)ds
pW(l,X)

/ y/cT^ds
Jw0

+ 2 esssup|i>(0, x)| + 2 /   ess sup \g,(s, x)\ds,
x€[-l,l] Jo  x€[-l,l]

and thus we have obtained the second part of (11).   D

Proof of Lemma 5. It follows from the assumptions that for each h e (0, T]

there exists a nonnegative smooth function <ph with support contained in (0, h)

such that 0 < tph(t) < 1, t e R, but

(35) h f      <ph(s)a(ds) = 1.
J(0,h)

Define the measure ah by

ah = htph(»)a(d»).
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We pick some smooth function eh with support contained in (0, T) such that

sup\eh(co) -ôTh(co)\ < h,        he(0,T].

This is possible precisely because we have lim|W|_,00 bTn(co) = 0 by assumption.

Denote by uT, t > 0, the function u(» + t) on [0, T - r] and by * the

convolution product, i.e.,

f*v=      /(• -s)v(s)ds   and   ah * v - /      v(» - s)ah(ds).
Jo J{o,*)

By the triangle inequality we have

,,,,   llwt - w||l2([o,t-t]) < \\uz -eh* MT|lL2([o,r-T])
(Jo)

+ ||« -ek* w||i2([0jr_T]) + \\eh * (uT - m)||l2(i0, r_t]).

Because X is a Hilbert space the norm of the operator v e L2(I ; X) ^> f*v e

L2(I; X) is at most supw€R\f(co)\ (and this is exactly the norm in case / = E )

and we conclude that

\\ux -eh* «t||z,2([0,7--T]) < ||wT -ah *MT||¿2([0,r_T])

(37) + supl^^ft») - cTh(tû)\\ ||MT||£2([0,r-t])
v    ' we«.

< \\u-t-ah*ut\\L2(l0>T.T])+h\/T.

We have

(38)
\ur-ah*uz\\2L2{[0T_r])

fT~T\\ f
= /       \\(l-ah((0,t)))uT(t)- /      {uz(t - s) - uz(t)) ah(ds)

Jo II ■'(0,0

<2¡    r(l-aÄ((0,i)))2||Wr(0l|2^
Jo

+ 2 í        (     \\uT(t - s) - ux(t)\\2 ah(ds) dt,
Jo        J(0,t)

2

dt

no,

where we used Holder's inequality and the fact that J(0 r) ctf¡(ds) = 1. Because

/       (1-/*     ah(ds))   \\uT(t)\\2dt<  f \\uT(t)\\2dt<p(h + r),
Jo        \       J(0,t) ) Jo

and because we get for the second term by changing variables and using the

definition of q/, that

rT-T

/        /     \\uT(t - s) - uT(t)\\2ah(ds)dt
Jo        J{0,t)

= \\u(t-s)-u(t)\\2ah(ds)dt
Jx      J(0,t-T)

<h [    [    \\u(t-s)-u(t)\\2a(ds)dt<rh
Jo    J{0,t)
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we conclude from (38) that

(39) \\uT - ah * «tllii([o,r-t]) ̂  2P(T + h) + 2rh-

Note that this inequality holds for t = 0 as well.
For every t e[0, T - r] we have

/ eh(t -s)(u(s) - u(s + x))ds
Jo

ft rt+x

= / eh(t - s)u(s)ds - J     eh(t + x - s)u(s) ds

= /  eh(t -s)u(s)ds+ / (eh(t-s)-eh(t + x-s))u(s)ds

pt+x

It 'e¡¡(t + t - s)u(s)ds,
>t

and therefore we get, because |e/¡(í - s) - e^(t + t - s)\ < Tmaxi6[oj]\e'h(t)\,

\\eh*(uT-u)\\L2([0>T_T])

< lk/illL'([0,7-])llMlli-2([0,r])

+ (\\eh - ^tIIl'UCLT-t]) + II^Alli.i([0,T])) llMll¿2([0,r])

< \\en\\v(io,T])\fp(j)+ ̂ Tr^max^l^iOl + H^IlL'aCr])) vT.

If we combine this result with (36), (37), and (39) (with x = 0 as well) we get

the desired conclusion by choosing h appropriately.   D

Proof of Theorem 4. Since we will prove that ux is bounded we may, without

loss of generality, assume that a' is bounded from above. We need this as-

sumption if we want to apply Lemma 2 and it will not, of course, affect the

bounds that we get. (For more details on this kind of argument, see [27, p.
116].

It is easy to see that one can find functions ge and w^ that satsify (hi) and

(iv) and are such that

(40) g'^g     in^(;1(E+;L0O(T;E))n^(:2(E+;JL2(T;E)),

wc0-^uox     inL°°(T;E) ase | 0.

In the case where |fc'(0+)| < oo we proceed in exactly the same manner

as in [27], the only exception being that one must apply the results in [13] to

obtain [27, Proposition 4.1] under the assumptions used here. Hence, we shall

concentrate on the case where |/c'(0+)| = oo .

By Lemma 3 we know that the functions wi and Ve are uniformly bounded

(at least on compact ¿-intervals) and therefore there exist functions w and v

that belong to Lj^c(E+ x T ; E) such that w^ -> w and vt¡ -* v in the weak- *

sense for some sequence c¡ \ 0. Furthermore, there exists a function W so that

o(wei) —> W in the weak- * sense as well, and we must show that W = a(w).

We shall do this by proving that we actually have strong convergence; that is,
we are going to prove that for each T > 0 we have
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w(J —► w ,    o(wt') —> o(w), and n, —> v

(41) / , ;
in L2([0, 71 ; L2(T ; R)) as j -» oo.

Let r > 0 be fixed for the moment. We want to apply Lemma 5 and use

(14) and therefore we must check that the measure ß satisfies the necessary

conditions.

Since b is nonincreasing and b(0+) = oo (because we assume that |fc'(0+)| =

oo ) we automatically get that ß([0, 1]) = oo so it remains to check the require-

ment on the Fourier transform. (If we knew that b is locally absolutely con-

tinuous, e.g., convex, then this requirement would be automatically satisfied.)

If k(0+) < oo one can easily deduce directly from (3) that the function »a(»)

is locally absolutely continuous and then it follows from (5) that the function

•b(») is locally absolutely continuous as well and this gives the desired conclu-

sion by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. It remains to consider the case where

k(0+) = oo and we show that

lim  cob'(icü) = O,
\(0\—»oo

and this is sufficient as is easy to see. By (19) we have

.   *„.   ,        1   f00 icok(iœ) + iœ2k'(iœ) .,
icúb(ico) = — /-'—--pr^-dk,

ti Jo      (k + icok(ioj))2Vk

and since the fact that k is nonincreasing implies that %t(icok(ico)) > 0 so that

\k+iœk(iœ)\ > \i(ûk(iœ)\, œ e E, and s\xpWjÉo\œk'(iœ)\/\k(iœ)\ < 5\/2 by [14,

Lemma 6.2.2], we get the desired conclusion because lim^^^lcok^œ)] = oo .

Thus we can apply Lemma 5 and since we assumed that a' is bounded, we

conclude that there exists a continuous function n with n(0) = 0 such that for

all tg[0, T]

(42) j \\a(we(t + r, •)) -a{wt(t, <))\\2L2{T)dt < n(x).

Define the functions Wh and lVh'j by

rt+h1     f
Wh(t,x) = -r W(s,x)ds,

i   r'+h
lVhJ(t,x) = -r        o(we'(s,x))ds.

It is clear that Wh-J -> Wh in the weak- * sense as j -» oo , but we claim that

we actually have convergence in L2([0, T]; L2(T; R)). To see that this is the

case we note that if we integrate both sides of the second equation in (8) with
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respect to / and x over the rectangle [t, t + h]x[x, x + x], then we get

(43) ̂

j1f+T(y{ve'(t + h,c:)-g^(t + h,i))

rt+h

+ /     b(t + h-s)(ve>(s,i)-gt>(s,Z))ds
Jo

- Ï {ve' (t, O - gc>(t, 0) - fb{t - s) (v<J (s, Í) - g^ (*,{)) rfj) rf{

= I^(/,X + t)-1^(Z,x)

1    /''+/!

It follows from Holder's inequality and (13) that

2

dx
f f
/      ej-fi   /        (^(5,X + T)-^J(5,x))i/5

/■r+/! Z"1

-4h€j /     IVÍC'» JC)|2£/JC£// < C

where C is some constant that does not depend on e, or x. Thus if follows
from (43) and from the fact that ve and ge are bounded that

lim lim sup /  \Wh'J(t,x + x)-Wh'J(t,x)\2dx = 0,        te[0,T].
t|0    j-,00    J_i

Since the functions Wh'j are clearly equicontinuous as functions of t as well,

we now get the desired claim that

(44) }^WHJ - WhWmiO,T];L*(T)) = 0,

from the Arzelà-Ascoli theorem.

It is clear that we can choose n in such a way that we also have

(45) JT\\W(t + x,.)-W(t,.)\\2L2{T)dt<n(x).

Now it follows from (42) and (45) (because we may assume that n is non-

decreasing) that

\\Wh'J -0(W^)\\L2{[0,T].L2{T)) < yfm, j>l,

Wh-W\\Ll([o^,L2m<yJrm,

hence we have by (44) that

limsup||fr(w;e>) - W/||¿2([o,r];¿2(T))
j—+00

< limSUp||(T(u;£0 - rVh'j\\LHlO,T];mT»
j—>oo

+ limsup||^/l'J' - Wh\\L2{[0,T];mT)) + hmsup\\Wh - W\\LI(l0tT].LHT))
;-»oo ;->oo
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and we get the desired result that o(wt') -» W in L2([0, T];L2(T;E)).

Because infs€^o'(s) > 0 we conclude that the sequence weJ must converge

strongly as well and it follows that W = o(w). Thus we have obtained the

first and second claims of (41). The third part is obtained by almost exactly the

same argument as the one used for o(we¡), the only difference is that in this

case we integrate both sides of the first equation in (8).

It follows directly from Lemma 3 and (40) that the third inequality in (17)
holds and that for almost every t

(46) ess sup
x€[0,l]

fW{t ,x)

<2B(t).
fW(l,X¡

/ yfr7(s)ds
Jw<,

Let us define the function u by (16) and ue> by

(47) u('(t,x)= [ wc0'(Z)di+ [ c(t-s)veJ(s,x)ds.
Jo Jo

If we take the convolution of both sides of the first eqution in (8) with c, then

we conclude that

we'(t, x) = Wq'(x) + / c(t-s)vxJ(s, x)ds + e / c(t -s)wx'x(s, x)ds.
Jo Jo

If we integrate both sides of this equation over [0, x], use the fact that ve'(t, 0)

= wx'(t, 0) = 0 (because ve> and wxJ are odd functions of the second vari-

able), then we conclude with the aid of (13), (40), and (41) that

/   w(t, Ç)d£ = uo(x) + / c(t - s)v(s, x)ds = u(t, x).
Jo Jo

From this equation together with (46) we see that u e L™C(R+ ; Wx ,oo([0, 1] ; E))

and that w = ux , so that (46) is in fact the first inequality in (17).
If we twice take the convolution of the both sides of the second equation in

(8) with c and use (10), then we get

/ c(t - s)v€j(s, x)dx — I c(t - s)ge'(s, x)dx
Jo Jo

+ k(x-s)((a(wi'))(s,x) + evx'x(s,x))dsdx,
Jo Jo

and it follows from (40), (41), the fact that w = ux , and from our definitions

of u, g, and gf that (15) holds. The remaining claims of Theorem 4 follow

easily and the proof is completed.   G
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